
DIPLOM GLEICHWERTIG MIT MASTER THESIS

A Diplom is an academic degree in the German-speaking countries Germany, Austria, and Some universities also grant
a master's degree (e.g. "Magister iuris") to such students on request. The thesis which followed an independent (
although supervised) research project had officially to be completed in not more than 3.

The program was designed to be preparation for finding employment as a researcher. This master's degree was
traditionally taken as a first degree before the Bologna Process. Two years were related to the coursework
only. Those are: Diplom BA â€” The Diplom BA was not an academic degree, but instead a qualification
designation which students received after completing a three-year programme at a so-called University of
Cooperative Education Berufsakademie. Germany[ edit ] Before the introduction of the bachelor's and master's
degrees in Germany, the standard Science, Engineering or Business degree was the Diplom and could be, in
several variations, obtained at several types of institutes of higher education. Some universities which retained
the Magistar e. In Norway, the formal requirements for equivalence with the modern PhD are "a standardized
scope of at least 3 years of study" and "an independent scientific work" with a thesis workload corresponding
to "at least two years of standardized full time study," which is one year less than the requirements for the
Magister's degree. The degree was abolished in , and replaced with the Doctor of Philosophy. A Norwegian
Magister's degree required a 3-year scientific dissertation of high quality, and is considered "approximately
equivalent to an American Ph. With the implementation of the Bologna process , awarding new Diplom and
Magister degrees has become rare, since they are replaced by bachelor's or master's degrees. It was replaced
by the Doctor Philosophiae degree as the highest degree at the Faculty of Philosophy in both countries in  The
programme was slightly shorter and often one semester was spent by the students doing an internship.
University of Zagreb use it as a pre-postgraduate studies qualification. Since the beginning of the 21st century
the Magister's degree is no longer awarded neither in Denmark nor in Norway. Both American PhDs and
German doctorates have been found to be equivalent to Danish and Norwegian Magister's degrees on several
occasions. After two years of coursework and research, the thesis was completed in a year or two after the
coursework, although it roughly depended on a workload of an average graduate student who is considered to
be a faculty member with teaching responsibilities which can be up to 16 hours per week of a teaching load. In
Serbia, by decision of the Serbian Parliament Odredba stava 2. Sometimes the degree was obtained after the
Candidate's degree had been obtained. After implementation of the Bologna Process the person who obtained
a Licentiate degree can continue education to the magister level it requires additional 2 years of studies. In
Norway it was abolished some years earlier, having become an increasingly rare, but highly regarded, degree,
especially after the s. After the Bologna process, previous undergraduate education has been reformed. This is
a five or six year second cycle master's degree, which does not require a previous first cycle degree for the
admission. An official average duration Regelstudienzeit was set by law in each German state , usually being
four years for a Diplom FH and 4, 4.


